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1934: Treasure hunter Dust McAlan is the kind of rogue who finds himself knee-deep in
trouble as often as he possibly can. Racing airplanes for a living -- as well as scouring the
world for ancient treasure to sell to private collectors -- has a way of doing that. But after a
meeting with a wealthy French aristocrat, Dust finds himself in search of a mythical jewel
known as the Heart of the Serpent, a ruby with strange powers that could unlock the secrets of
Atlantis. Old friends and new foes have separate ideas, however, as the same catastrophe that
sunk Atlantis could rise in power once more. Adventure, pulp thrills, and terror collide as Dust
races against time to locate the Heart of the Serpent. But the consequences could be more
personal than he could even begin to imagine. DUST MCALAN AND THE HEART OF
THE SERPENT features black & white illustrations from artists Casey and Shon Burch, as
well as a cover by Qistina Khalidah. Fans of Indiana Jones, Uncharted, and Crimson Skies will
enjoy Dust McAlans thrilling pulp adventures.
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